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The time-dependent local electromagnetic properties of a type-II superconducting wire subject to the
concomitant action of an ac transport current and an oscillating transverse magnetic field in
synchronous and asynchronous regimes are thoroughly studied under the critical state approach.
Relative double frequency effects between the electromagnetic excitations have been explored for the
asynchronous cases. Outstandingly, the occurrence of this event can drastically alter the efficiency of
the superconducting wire by increasing the ac losses, contrary to the prediction of a reduction in the
ac losses when a relative phase shifting is considered. Likewise, striking magnetization loops and
remarkable differences to the ac losses predicted by simplified analytical approaches are reported.
For cyclic regime, the time-dependent distribution of local current density, the density of power
dissipation, and the components of the magnetic flux density are shown in a wide number of cases.
Multiply connected domains are revealed for the flux front profiles via the time-dependent
consumption of the magnetization currents by effect of the injected transport current lines. Finally,
we have shown that the strong localization of the power density and the recently envisaged low pass
filtering effect in the wire’s magnetic response is only affordable when both electromagnetic
excitations evolve synchronous.VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4804931]
I. INTRODUCTION
Type-II superconducting wires are deemed promising
elements for large-scale technological applications such as
power transmission cables, magnet systems for large particle
accelerators, and magnetic-based medical techniques such as
MRI. The usefulness of this kind of technology is straightfor-
wardly linked to the local electromagnetic response of the
superconductor under variations of the ambient magnetic
field and the customary condition of transport-current.
Special interest is paid on determining the value of the maxi-
mum dissipation-free current and characterizing the mecha-
nisms of reduction of electric power dissipation due to
alternating fields and/or alternating current flow (commonly
called ac losses).
Although the hysteretic losses associated with a super-
conducting material are noticeably smaller than the range of
power dissipated in normal metals, from the practical point
of view, the superconducting technology is still not so attrac-
tive to replace the power technology based in copper wires,
because in order to keep the temperature of the superconduc-
tor below Tc, heat removal requires a sophisticated and
costly cryogenic system. Thus, in order to make the super-
conducting devices more attractive and competitive with
respect to other technologies, it is of utter importance to
understand, predict, and eventually reduce the ac losses of
superconducting wires under practical configurations.
Major features of the macroscopic electromagnetic
behavior of type-II superconducting wires have been cap-
tured in Bean’s model of the critical state (CS).1 In this
framework, macroscopic magnetization currents of density J
are induced within the superconductor during variations of
the magnetic flux which accordingly redistribute themselves
to screen the penetrating flux within the sample. Their mag-
nitude adopts the critical value Jc at a given temperature and
specified field. Although simple for idealized configurations,
the electrodynamics underlying Bean’s model becomes cum-
bersome when realistic configurations are addressed. Thus,
penetration of magnetic flux must be typically obtained by
more or less sophisticated numerical methods.
In a superconducting slab or a large cylinder (radius
much smaller than their length) exposed either to a parallel
magnetic field or a longitudinal transport current, the mag-
netic field has only one component, and the analysis of the
field and current distribution is simple.1 Nevertheless, if the
situation is such that the local magnetic field has two compo-
nents that are functions of two spatial variables, then solving
the electromagnetic problem for arbitrary relations of the
external excitations becomes more and more complicated. In
fact, for real applications of superconducting wires, the sce-
nario is such that a simultaneous field and transport current
condition must be satisfied. Then, in addition to the ambient
field one has the magnetic field generated by the transport
current itself. This is the situation, for instance, in three-
phase power transmission lines, as well as in superconductor
windings where each wire is subjected to the magnetic field
of its neighboring wires. Thus, as this is the configuration
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very often met in practice, this paper is devoted to study
round superconducting wires under different conditions of
transverse magnetic field and transport current flow, with
synchronous and asynchronous regimes for their time-
dependences. The broad number of examples presented in
this paper aims to provide a thorough understanding on the
main parameters controlling the hysteretic losses in super-
conducting wires, which could help in the design of new
kinds of applications.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the theoreti-
cal framework of the problem is introduced, with special
attention to the numerical procedure of our variational
approach for the critical state theory. Then, in Sec. III we
give a number of explicit examples related to the electro-
magnetic behavior of filamentary type II superconducting
wires under simultaneous ac transport current and oscillating
transverse magnetic field, subjected to the condition that
both sources present a synchronous action in time (Fig. 1).
Premagnetized wires have been also considered and, for a
closer connection with the experimental quantities, we pres-
ent the wire’s magnetic moment (M) and the hysteretic
losses (L) as a function of the ac external excitations. This
section extends our previous results for synchronous excita-
tions.2 In addition, in this paper we show the calculated pat-
terns for the local dynamics of the electromagnetic quantities
such as the inner distribution of current density J, the com-
ponents of the magnetic flux density B, the isolevels of the
vector potential A (i.e., the lines of magnetic field, here), and
the local distribution of the density of power dissipation
E  J, for a broad number of cases. On the other hand, Sec IV
addresses a comprehensive study of the electromagnetic
response of the superconducting wire when it is subjected to
an asynchronous regime on the time-dependence of the oscil-
lating excitations. In particular, double frequency effects
have been considered (Fig. 2), where loops with exotic
shapes nonconnected to Bean-like structures are outlined.
Furthermore, contrary to the generalized assumption that
asynchronous sources may attain reductions in the hysteretic
losses, we show that as a consequence of considering double
frequency effects, noticeably increase of the hysteretic losses
may be found. Finally, Sec. V is devoted to discuss the main
results of this work.
II. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS AND THEORETICAL
STATEMENTS
This section is devoted to introduce the theoretical back-
ground that justifies the critical state concept and the imple-
mentation of the variational method as a valid procedure for
obtaining the response of superconducting wires subjected to
the concomitant action of transverse magnetic field and elec-
tric transport current. As stated above, the major features for
determining the electromagnetic performance of type-II
superconductors have been captured by Bean in the phenom-
enological model of the critical state.1 In this macroscopic
approach of coarse-grained fields, the electromagnetic quan-
tities are supposed to be taken over a volume containing a
big enough number of vortices. For simplified (1D) configu-
rations, Ampere’s law dB=dx ¼ l0J is solved with some pre-
scription for the current density (jJj  jJcj) under continuity
boundary conditions that incorporate the influence of the
sources. However, when realistic configurations are
addressed in a fore, such as a strip with finite thickness or a
bulk superconducting cylinder exposed to a transverse mag-
netic field, exact analytical solutions have not been obtained.
Already in early calculations as those performed in
1970s and 1980s various analytical simplifications for the
modelling of superconducting wires under transverse mag-
netic field and cross section dimensions much lesser than
their length have often been used, by assuming that the flux
front can be approached through the use of sinusoidal or el-
liptical functions.3–5 A comprehensive review of the afore-
mentioned methods is found in Refs. 6 and 7. Just in extreme
cases such as infinitely thin strips, exact analytical solutions
FIG. 1. Sketch of some of the experimental processes analyzed along Sec. III of this paper. Here, a cylindrical SC wire of radius R is subjected to synchronous
oscillating excitations B0;y and Itr, of amplitudes Ba and Ia. Hereinafter, units are ðl0=4pÞRJc for B0;y, and Ic  pR2Jc for Itr.
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can be achieved.8–12 Also, analytical expressions for the
magnetic field and current distributions within the critical
state model for hollow superconducting tubes of thickness
much smaller than their external radius have been recently
reported.13 However, when the problem is such that the
superconductor is simultaneously subjected to a transport
current, asymmetric deformations of the flux free region
appear, and analytical approaches are not conceivable.
Then, the implementation of optimization techniques and
numerical analysis becomes a practical method for handling
intricate configurations where simultaneous alternating
transport current and transverse applied field occur. Thus,
in a pioneering work, a consistent implementation of a
variational approach allowed Ashkin to trace out the true
structure of the partly flux-penetrated state of a supercon-
ducting wire subject to a transverse magnetic field,14 whose
results were confirmed by various numerical and analytical
calculations.15–21
At this point, it is worth of mentioning that currently the
most popular trend in the analysis of magnetic flux dynamics
in superconductors is the numerical simulations implement-
ing finite-element methods in conjunction with nonlinear
power-law voltage-current characteristics22–25 or new formu-
lations of the CS.26–30
A. Variational statement
Our numerical solution of the CS problem29,30 relies on
the resolution of the Maxwell equations by means of an
equivalent variational statement so as to avoid the numerical
integration of this set of differential equations. Thus, we aim
at incorporating Ampe`re’s and Faraday’s laws by formally
integrating the Euler-Lagrange equations
l0Jlþ1 r Blþ1 ¼ 0 (1)
and
l0r pl þ Blþ1  Bl ¼ 0 : (2)
They are considered as derived through arbitrary variations
of two variables: the time-discretized local magnetic induc-
tion field Blþ1 and of a certain Lagrange multiplier pl, i.e.,
dBlþ1  Blþ1  Blþ1 and dpl  pl  pl. Starred quantities
denote the stationary configuration that solves the problem.
Physically, recall that the induction field B modifies the
ambient magnetic field H due to microscopic current loops
within the material media. However, in the critical state re-
gime the use of the linear relation B ¼ l0H is allowed;
henceforth, we will refer to magnetic field where either or
both fields apply. Eventually, the Lagrange multiplier, pl,
will be basically identified with the electric field of the
problem.
Mathematically, going into more detail, let us consider a
small path step dt, from some initial profile of the magnetic
field BlðrÞ to a final profile Blþ1ðrÞ, and the corresponding
JlðrÞ and Jlþ1ðrÞ. Defining DB ¼ Blþ1  Bl, both configura-
tions can be considered to be connected by a steady process
performing a small linear step, such that Blþ1 ¼ Bl þ sDB
with s 2 ½0; 1dt. Recalling that the initial condition fulfills
Ampere’s law r Bl ¼ l0Jl, as well as r  Bl ¼ 0 and
r  Jl ¼ 0, the time-averaged Lagrange density, whose
action gives way to the above equations (1) and (2) is
L ¼ 1
2
jDBj2 þ E  ðr  Blþ1  Jlþ1Þdt : (3)
Here, we have introduced the critical state electric field
through p ¼ Ecsdt. This quantity must be properly defined
by the imposed material law E(J).
In our case, the critical state concept enters by declaring
that there must be a region Dr within the J space such that
the physically admissible current density remains within.
Eventually, and enforcing the quasistatic form of Ampe`re’s
law we end up with the variational statement
FIG. 2. Sketch of some of the experimental processes analyzed along Sec. IV of this paper. Here, a cylindrical SC wire subjected to asynchronous oscillating
excitations in the configuration shown in pane (a) is considered according to the temporal processes depicted in panes (b) and (c).
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Minimize
ð
<3
1
2
jDBj2 (4)
with the prescription that the minimization procedure accom-
plishes the boundary conditions imposed by the prescribed
sources and the material law J 2 Dr.
For consistency, we must mention that, in some cases,
charge conservation is not automatic in the above quasistatic
formulation that relies on the evaluation of r E and
ignores the appearance of local charge (r  E ¼ r2U 6¼ 0).
Thus, in those cases when an intrinsic electromagnetic
source must be considered, i.e., rU 6¼ 0, the global set of
variables must be further constrained. For example, if the
superconductor is carrying a transport current Itr flowing
across the section s, one has to mandatorily consider the
external condition
ð
s
J  n^ds ¼ Itr (5)
and also update the fields so as to satisfy the physical relation
E  J ¼ 0 at those points where the magnetic flux does not
vary. As it was said in Ref. 2 this can be accomplished by
means of using a calibrated potential ~A, accordingly to the
statement E ¼ @tArU  @t ~A.
B. Numerical method for the cases of interest
Hereafter, we will consider the action of an impressed
ac transport current ItrðtÞ directed along the main axis of an
infinite type-II superconducting cylinder of radius R and
cross section X lying in the xy-plane, and an oscillating
transverse magnetic field of flux density B0ðtÞ ¼ ð0;By; 0Þ.
In this case, the cumbersome analysis of the intrinsic anisot-
ropy effects29 may be straightforwardly avoided as, by sym-
metry, the current streamlines preserve only one direction
(perpendicular to the applied magnetic field), which means a
significant reduction of the computational time.
Going into detail, we are enabled to discretize the cross-
section area (X) through a collection of points (ri) depicting
the straight infinite elementary filaments fulfilling the condi-
tion ri 2 X. Thus, for a sufficiently large mesh, a uniform
current density can be assumed within each elementary wire
such that Ii ¼ Jisi with si the cross-sectional area of the fila-
ment. Then, the problem can be straightforwardly written in
terms of local contributions of the vector potential AiðriÞ
accordingly to cylindrical filaments of section si ¼ pa2 with
a	 R. Therefore, the vector potential of each filament (Ai)
splits up into two expressions, one within the filaments of ra-
dius a (i.e., 8 ri < a)
Aiðri 2 siÞ ¼ l0
4p
Ji½2pa2lnðaÞ  pða2  r2i Þ þ C1 ; (6)
and one outside the filament (i.e., 8 rij 6¼ 0)
Aiðrj 62 siÞ ¼  l0
4p
½Jilnðr2ij=a2Þ þ C2 : (7)
Here, rij denotes the distance between the centers of fila-
ments i and j, and C1 and C2 are arbitrary integration
constants, one of them determined by continuity at ri ¼ a
and the other one can be absorbed in a global constant for
the whole section X (C in what follows). In fact, as has been
established in Sec. II A, C relates to the supply of electro-
static charge. More specifically, in the long wire geometry,
one has Cz^ ¼ rU, i.e., E ¼ @tArU ¼ @tAþ Cz^.
Thus, in the quasi-steady regime (excellent approxima-
tion for the large scale application frequencies) the discrete
form of Faraday’s law [dBi ¼ r EiðJiÞ dt] in a mesh of
circuits that carry the macroscopic electric current density Ji
is correctly obtained by minimizing the action of the aver-
aged field Lagrangian of density L ¼ ½Bðtþ dtÞ  BðtÞ2=2,
whilst E must be refined step by step through the constant C.
Eventually, standard electromagnetic manipulations and the
concept of mutual inductance between circuits allow to con-
vert Eq. (4) into a discretized form. The quantity to be mini-
mized transforms to the functional
1
2
X
i; j
Ii;lþ1MijIj;lþ1 
X
i;j
Ii;lMijIj;lþ1 þ
X
i
Ii;lþ1DA0 (8)
with fIi;lþ1g the set of filaments with unknown current for
the time step l þ 1, A0 the vector potential related to non-
local sources, and Mij the mutual inductance matrix between
filaments i and j. Accordingly to Eqs. (6) and (7), for fila-
ments of cylindrical cross section si centered at the positions
ri 2 X and subject to uniform distributions of current density
Ji 2 si, the inductance matrices can be defined as
Mij ¼
l0
8p
; 8 ri ¼ rj 2 X
 l0
4p
lnðrij=aÞ; 8 ri 6¼ rj 2 X :
8><
>: (9)
For our cases of interest, A0 corresponds to the magni-
tude of the vector potential produced by a uniform transverse
magnetic field B0, which can be calculated from the compo-
nents of the vectorial expression
A0ðriÞ ¼ B0  ri : (10)
Furthermore, when required, optimization must to be per-
formed under the restriction of applied transport current, i.e.,
X
i2X
Ii ¼ Itr (11)
and the physically admissible solutions have to be con-
strained by the CS material law for the current density that in
this case reads jJij  Jc.
Minimization is done under prescribed sources ðB0; ItrÞ
for the time step l and the above material law, and as result
of the optimization procedure one gets the distribution of
current filaments along the cross section of the superconduct-
ing sample at the time step l þ 1. Eventually, the vector
potential can be evaluated in the whole space by superposi-
tion of Eqs. (6), (7), and (10). Then, one may plot the mag-
netic flux lines as the isolevels of the total vector potential
A, and the components of the magnetic flux density can be
evaluated according to its definition B ¼ r A.
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Furthermore, in order to achieve a closer connection
with experiments the sample’s magnetic moment per unit
length is calculated by means the vectorial expression
M ¼ 1
2
ð
X
r JdX ; (12)
and the hysteretic ac losses per unit time and volume (U) for
cyclic excitations of frequency x can be calculated by inte-
gration of the local density of power dissipation (E  J) as
follows:
L ¼ x
þ
f :c:
dt
ð
U
E  J dU : (13)
Here, f.c. denotes a full cycle of the time-varying electro-
magnetic sources. Recall that, under the critical state frame-
work, Joule heat release may be calculated by _L ¼ JcE as
overcritical flow (J > Jc) is neglected because instantaneous
response is assumed.
For concluding this section, some technical details are
worth of mention as far as concerns our numerical procedure.
On the one hand, the mesh utilized for the whole set of cal-
culations presented along this paper is defined in terms of a
rectangular grid with filaments equally distanced under the
prescribed condition rij 
 2a to satisfy Eq. (9). The number
of filaments which have been considered to fill out the cross
section of the superconducting cylinder is 3908. However,
owing to the planar symmetry of the problem one is allowed
to reduce the number of variables to 1954 (i.e., 977 filaments
per quadrant), which is still a large number because the
objective function to be minimized is highly nonlinear. To
be more specific, the number of quadratic terms in Eq. (8)
involves minimizing the action of 1 910 035 elements, i.e.,
the sum of elements produced by the mutual inductance
terms between filaments (977*977*2), and 977 linear
elements.
Applications of the above statements are developed
along Secs. III and IV in a systematic study of infinite cylin-
drical wires, under a wide variety of experimental conditions
with synchronous and asynchronous regimes for the oscillat-
ing electromagnetic excitations.
III. SYNCHRONOUS EXCITATIONS
The first conceptualization of the problem of supercon-
ducting wires under configurations of simultaneous alternat-
ing current and applied magnetic field was provided in 1966
by Hancox,31 who studied the ac losses through simplified
analytical methods for determining the flux front profile in
an infinite slab subjected to a field applied parallel to the
direction of the injected transport current. This work went
almost unnoticed for over a decade, until a similar approach
was proposed in 1979 by Carr.32 Then, the same kind of ex-
perimental configurations but for monotonic rates of the ex-
perimental sources ðB0; ItrÞ has been studied since the 1990s,
under the assumptions of very thin superconducting strips to
allow different analytical considerations.11,12,33 However, in
more realistic situations, where the cross section of the
superconducting sample cannot be reduced to one
dimension, the use of exact analytical methods is not feasi-
ble. Thus, the use of numerical methods as the described in
Sec. II becomes in the more attainable procedure for the
forecast and understanding of the electromagnetic observ-
ables such as the magnetization curves and the ac power den-
sity losses.
It is worth mentioning that despite the fact that there is a
significant number of works assuming isolated superconduct-
ing wires of diverse geometries, mainly strips subjected to
synchronous excitations,22,24,32–52 a thorough study of cylin-
drical superconducting wires is still absent, although some
predictions for synchronous excitations were recently
reported in Ref. 2. This section aims to extend the aforemen-
tioned letter in order to constitute a step forward in the
understanding of the electromagnetic observables and the
local effects associated with the ac losses, through a compre-
hensive study of the local electrodynamics of superconduct-
ing wires under the combined action of oscillating magnetic
field B0;y in phase with the impressed ac transport current Itr,
both with the same oscillating frequency, i.e., fully synchro-
nous excitations (see Fig. 1). Eventually, premagnetized
wires will be also considered. Premagnetized wires subjected
to synchronous or asynchronous sources may be found in
superconducting multicoils for the production of high mag-
netic fields,53 accelerator magnet technologies,53–55 and
superconducting magnetic energy storage systems.56
A. Flux penetration profiles
In order to achieve a clear understanding of the local dy-
namics of the profiles of current density flowing across the
superconducting wire, let us introduce an intuitive statement
whose aim is splitting the sort of filaments with current den-
sity 6Jc in terms of two different groups depending on the
nature of the source. On the one hand, we will speak about
magnetization currents when the local patterns of current
density are produced by only the excitation of magnetic flux
density B0;yðtÞ. On the other hand, we will refer to the
injected current lines when the set of filaments is clearly
defined by the global constraint
P
i IiðtÞ  ItrðtÞ [Eq. (11)].
When the action of isolated sources is conceived, it is well
known that the distribution of screening currents preserves a
well defined symmetry according to the shape of the flux
front profiles. For instance, quasi-elliptical shapes for the
distributions of magnetization currents, or circular for the
injected transport current lines. However, for simultaneous
application of both sources (Fig. 1), the consumption of the
magnetization currents by the injected current lines distorts
the axisymmetric orientation of the flux-front, by displacing
the current free core to one side (left in this case) during the
monotonic branch (Figs. 3 and 4).
Certainly, the flux front profile in the initial stage pene-
trates from the surface as the intensity of the external excita-
tions [B0;yðtÞ, ItrðtÞ] increases. For low magnetic fields
compared with the value Bp ¼ ð2l0=pÞJcR which addresses
the full penetration condition for ItrðtÞ ¼ 0, the profiles of
current density are rather similar to those obtained for
B0;y ¼ 0. The basic difference is that, in our case, the center
of the current free core moves towards the left (Fig. 3). In fact,
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if the intensity of the transport current is high enough, the
flux front becomes nearly circular (current-like). Then, the
distribution of screening currents may be understood as the
straightforward overlapping of the profiles of current density
for isolated sources, i.e., those referred as magnetization cur-
rents ½B0;yðtÞ; Itr ¼ 0 and the injected current lines
½B0;y ¼ 0; ItrðtÞ, plus a displacement of the center of the core
devoid of electric current and magnetic flux (green zone)
given by the respective difference between the known flux
fronts. It should be mentioned that such assumption has been
made in Refs. 11 and 12 for calculating the current profiles
for thin strips with synchronous excitations ½B0ðtÞ; ItrðtÞ.
Nevertheless, it has been proved that even in this simple con-
figuration, the overlapping principle for the flux front track-
ing may be only fulfilled for high current and low applied
field.2,46
Likewise, if the applied magnetic field is intense enough
as compared to the transport current (see, e.g., left side in
Fig. 4) the distribution of screening currents is field-like.
Nevertheless, the inherent existence of injected current lines
makes it impossible to discern which filaments correspond to
the so called magnetization currents, and which are the
injected current lines. Certainly, for the monotonic branch of
the cyclic excitation and before attaining a full penetration
state by the screening currents, the “active” zone (blue)
where Ii takes the value Ic straightforwardly corresponds to
the so called magnetization currents. However, the remain-
ing “active” zone (red) defined by screening currents Ii tak-
ing the value Ic is not spatially symmetric as regards the
direction of the applied magnetic field, which means that a
certain amount of the magnetization currents are contributing
in the same direction as the transport current, whilst another
part has been consumed by the injected current lines. As it
will be shown below, a parallel effect is that the density of
magnetic flux increases in the “active” zone, where the pat-
terns of injected current lines dominate.
For the cyclic processes displayed in Fig. 1 tracking the
flux front for synchronous excitation with low magnetic field
is intuitive, although following up the components of the
magnetic flux density Bx and By is not (Figs. 1–3 in supple-
mentary material57). For high magnetic fields, ascertaining
the distribution of screening currents in the cyclic stage is
much more elaborated, as long as the electromagnetic history
is not erased by the maximal condition for the amplitude of
the ac transport current Ia ¼ Ic. Actually, if Ia < Ic the flux
fronts do not overlap to a unique contour line defined by the
filaments with current alternating between Ic and Ic (Figs.
4–6 in supplementary material57). Likewise, describing the
evolution of the magnetic flux density is also complicated if
one compares them with the simplest cases in which isolated
sources are assumed, and even this situation becomes much
more complicated if premagnetized wires are considered
(Figs. 7–9 in supplementary material57).
However, although the analysis of the magnetic flux
density B is complicated, one of the most outstanding obser-
vations when considering synchronous excitations as shown
in Fig. 1 is that the local distribution of magnetic field pre-
serves the same kind of pattern along the cyclic stage, inde-
pendently of the intensity of the external sources. Thus, one
can notice that the maximal density of magnetic flux occurs
always to the right side of the superconducting wire, which
corresponds to the “active” zone where the injected current
lines are dominating the system. Concomitantly, substantial
distortions of the magnetic flux density outside the wire
appear. These are particularly marked when B0;y and Itr go to
zero during the excitation.
Remarkably, the strong localization of the inner density
of magnetic flux density produces a significant change in the
FIG. 3. Evolution of the magnetic flux lines and their corresponding profiles of current with simultaneous oscillating sources ðB0;y; ItrÞ of amplitudes Ba ¼ 2
(low field) and, 1st column: Ia ¼ 0:25, 2nd column: Ia ¼ 0:5, 3rd column: Ia ¼ 0:75, and 4th column: Ia ¼ 1. Subplots are labeled according to the monotonic
branch of the experimental processes depicted in Fig. 1. For visualizing the electromagnetic response in the following branches (cyclic response), including the
intensity of the components of magnetic flux density, reader is advised to see the supplementary material (Figs. 1–3 (Ref. 57)).
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local distribution of density of power dissipation E  J
(Fig. 5), which rises from low-value parts (blue) to high-
value parts (red), in such manner that the heat release from
the superconducting wire should highly localized too. This
asymmetric distribution of power losses remains along the
entire cyclic process as long as both excitations evolve syn-
chronous.58 Such a pronounced bias unfolding across the
wire could increase the probability of quench. For an
extended illustration of this phenomenon, we encourage to
the readers to see the supplementary material (Figs. 10–12
(Ref. 57)).
B. Magnetic response
The above described behavior for the local flux distribu-
tions gives way to the following features on the magnetic
moment response.
For the set of cases displayed in Fig. 1, we have ana-
lyzed the dynamics of the magnetic moment component My
as a function of the amplitudes of the electromagnetic sour-
ces Ba and Ia (Fig. 6). Results are shown accordingly to the
temporal dependence with the synchronous ac excitations
(right pane), and also by their dependence with each one of
the electromagnetic sources, say Itr (left pane) and B0;y
(middle pane). We realize that only for small values of the
amplitude of the ac transport current, almost Bean-like
loops of My are obtained. However, as Ia grows we notice a
progressive disappearance of the flat saturation behavior for
values of Ba higher than Bp. Actually, the notorious change
of sign for the slope of the magnetic moment curve along a
monotonic branch of the synchronous ac excitation allows
an unambiguous glimpse of the consumption of magnetiza-
tion lines by effect of injected current lines. Remarkably,
FIG. 5. Local density of power dissipation EJ at the time frame of full cycle (step number 10 in Fig. 1) for synchronous oscillating sources of amplitudes: (1st
pane) Ba ¼ 8 and Ia ¼ 0:25, (2nd pane) Ba ¼ 8 and Ia ¼ 1:0, (3rd pane) Ba ¼ 2 and Ia ¼ 0:25, (4th pane) Ba ¼ 2 and Ia ¼ 1:0. The local dynamics for the
aforementioned quantities in the full cyclic process including the initial monotonic branch can be inferred from the supplementary figures for the low-field re-
gime (Fig. 10), high-field regime (Fig. 11), and premagnetized wires (Fig. 12).57 Units are ðl0=4pÞRJc for Ba, Ic  pR2Jc for Ia, and ðl0=4pÞR2J2c=dt for EJ.
FIG. 4. Evolution of the magnetic flux lines (projected isolevels of the vector potential) and their corresponding profiles of current with simultaneous oscillat-
ing sources ðB0;y; ItrÞ of amplitudes Ba ¼ 8 (high field) and, 1st column: Ia ¼ 0:25, 2nd column: Ia ¼ 0:5, 3rd column: Ia ¼ 0:75, and 4th column: Ia ¼ 1.
Subplots are labeled according to the monotonic branch of the experimental processes depicted in Fig. 1, i.e., label (1) identifies the time-step corresponding to
half of the first branch, and (2) the first excitation peak. For visualizing the electromagnetic response in the following branches (cyclic response), including the
intensity of the components of magnetic flux density, reader is advised to see the supplementary material (Figs. 4–6 (Ref. 57)).
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this phenomenon ends up with a symmetrization of loops,
both as functions of By and Itr, into characteristic lenticular
shapes. As a consequence of this process, a distinct
low-pass filtering effect comes to the fore which, in the
case of the triangular input excitations considered here,
yields a nearly perfect sinusoidal (first-harmonic) output
signal MyðtÞ.
Interestingly, from the cycles of My, it furthermore
appears that a proper determination of the “active” zones
depends on the history of the virgin branch, thus bearing wit-
ness to the system’s memory. For example, a positive slope
in the synchronous excitation By and Itr produces a higher
power dissipation in the positive x-direction perpendicular to
the wire. On the other side, if the superconducting wire has
been premagnetized before switching on the synchronous ac
excitation [t ¼ t0] at Fig. 7, the magnetic moment curve is
displaced in such a manner that the center of the magnetiza-
tion loop lies over the master curve for the isolated excitation
B0;y at Myðt0Þ, and the nodes move towards the boundaries
B0;yðt0Þ6Ba.
C. AC losses
Regarding the power density losses attained along the
premagnetization process, it does not seem to play any role
in the calculation of the ac losses (Fig. 8). However, the defi-
nition of the flux front profile becomes much more tangled,
because multiple domains enclosed by contour lines defined
by the screening currents alternating from Ic to Ic arise
(Fig. 7 in supplementary material57).
Notwithstanding, the Bean-like magnetic moment
curves as the described above, and the ostensible explanation
for the distribution of screening currents in terms of the con-
sumption of magnetization lines by the injected current lines,
is actually insufficient for the proper interpretation of the
actual ac losses produced by synchronous excitations. As we
will show below, the feasibility of approaching the total ac
loss by overlapping the isolated contributions strongly
depends on the relative magnitudes of the ac field B0 and the
ac transport current Itr.
First, let us recall that, the ac losses for a current carry-
ing cylindrical superconducting wire can be easily calculated
having in mind that the flux front is defined through axisym-
metric circumferences of radius ~r ¼ R ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1 Itr=Icp , such that
LðiaÞ  l0I
2
c
p2R2
ia  i
2
a
2
 
þ ð1 iaÞlnð1 iaÞ
 
; (14)
where the dimensionless parameter ia ¼ Ia=Ic has been
introduced.
FIG. 6. The dimensionless magnetic momentMy=Mp for the synchronous ac excitations displayed in Fig. 1. Curves are shown as function of the injected trans-
port current Itr (left pane), the applied magnetic field B0;y (central pane), or either by their temporal evolution (right pane). In this figure, the amplitudes for the
electromagnetic ac sources can be extracted either from color comparison with curves in Fig. 1, or from the respective limits along the abscissas in left and
central panes. Units are ðl0=4pÞRJc for B0;y and Ic  pR2Jc for Itr. Normalization to the full penetration valueMp¼ 2/3R3Jc is used forMy.
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On the other hand, the monotonic losses produced by
magnetization effects may be estimated from the approach
of Gurevich et al.,7 in such manner that the ac losses can be
calculated from
LðBaÞ 
8B2p
3l0
b3a 1
1
2
ba
 
; 0 < ba  1
ba  1
2
; ba 
 1
8><
>:
(15)
with the dimensionless parameter ba ¼ Ba=Bp. Thus, the full
penetration state is given by ia ¼ 1 or ba 
 1.
Notoriously, the simplest approach for determining the
ac losses of cylindrical superconducting wires subjected to
synchronous ac excitations relies in the linear superposi-
tion of the separate contributions, LðBaÞ þ LðiaÞ. Another
possibility is to assume that the actual ac losses for syn-
chronous excitations do not strongly differ of the hysteretic
losses for superconducting samples carrying a constant
transport current idc ¼ Idctr =Ic, and a simultaneous oscillat-
ing magnetic field of amplitude Ba.
7 This idea was applied
in the analytical approach by Zenkevitch et al.59 In such a
framework, the hysteretic loss for a period is approximated
by
LðBa; idcÞ 
8B2p
3l0
b3a 1
1
2
ba
 
; ba < i
†
dc
i
†3
dc 1
1
2
i
†
dc
 
þ ð1þ i2dcÞðba  i
†
dcÞ; ba 
 i
†
dc ;
8><
>:
(16)
where we have introduced the dimensionless parameter i
†
dc
 1 i2=3dc and the condition ba 
 i
†
dc. Thus, ba 
 1 or
i
†
dc  0, both define a full penetrated sample.
Fig. 8 shows our numerical results for the variation of
the actual ac losses of cylindrical SC wires in terms of the
amplitude of the synchronous oscillating sources, LðBa; iaÞ
(solid-diamond lines), compared to the customary
approaches LðBaÞ þ LðiaÞ (dashed lines at the upper pane)
and LðBa; idcÞ (dashed-dotted lines at the lower pane), for
four different amplitudes of the ac/dc transport current, and a
FIG. 7. Dimensionless magnetic moment My=Mp as a function of the applied magnetic field B0;y for cycles of simultaneous ac excitations B0;y and Itr of ampli-
tudes ðBa; IaÞ. Although the excitation peak to peak of both sources is assumed to be synchronous, several premagnetized samples have been considered
according to: Bðt0Þ ¼ 2;Bðt0Þ ¼ 4 and Bðt0Þ ¼ 8 (see 1st row), for the time instant when the ac current Itrðt0Þ is switched on. Regarding to the cyclic process
(i.e., from t0 0 to 1), several cases are shown accordingly to the amplitudes Itrðt0 0Þ ¼ 0:25 (see 2nd row), Itrðt0 0Þ ¼ 0:5 (see 3rd row), and Itrðt0 0Þ ¼ 1 (see 4th
row), as well as to Ba ¼2 (dotted lines), Ba ¼4 (dashed lines) and Ba ¼8 (straight lines), respectively.
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set of amplitudes of the ac density of magnetic flux. The
whole set of results is also plotted in linear scale at Fig. 9.
Comparison reveals the important fact that a linear super-
position of contributions due to either type of excitation may
be only appropriate for high amplitudes of the magnetic field
(Ba 
 Bp) and low currents (ia < 0:25), or the converse limit,
very low magnetic fields (Ba  1) and extremely high currents
ia  1 (i.e., Ia Ic); a finding which adds to previous work
dealing with a rectangular geometry46 and sheds new light on
the validity of approximate formulae at the same time.
Actually, notice that the actual ac loss LðBa; iaÞ is always
higher than the instinctive approach LðBaÞ þ LðiaÞ, whilst the
deviation respect to LðBa; idcÞ strongly depends on the inten-
sity of the electromagnetic excitations. Consequently, approxi-
mations such as LðBaÞ þ LðiaÞ and LðBa; idcÞ can drastically
under- or overestimate the true losses.
For further understanding of the above behavior, Fig. 9
shows the percentage relation between the actual ac loss,
LðBa; iaÞ, and the intuitive approaches, LðBaÞ þ LðiaÞ (top
pane) and LðBa; idcÞ (bottom pane), stacked according to the
values of ia. On the one side, we note that for the approach
LðBaÞ þ LðiaÞ, works well for small values of ia (e.g.,
ia ¼ 0:25), with the deviation gradually reduced as one
increases the amplitude of the magnetic field Ba. However,
as ia increases deviations may either reduce (for low values
of Ba, e.g., Ba ¼ 1) or increase (for high values of Ba, e.g.,
Ba ¼ 8). Moreover, for moderate fields (e.g., 2  Ba  6)
percentage deviations first grow as a function of ia until
ia ¼ 0:5, and then decrease as ia approaches the threshold
current ia ¼ 1. On the other side, the approach LðBa; idcÞ is
not even comparable with the actual ac losses LðBa; iaÞ for
FIG. 8. Hysteretic ac losses per cycle for synchronous ac magnetic flux den-
sity and oscillating transport current of amplitudes ðBa; ia ¼ Ia=IcÞ accord-
ingly to Figs. 1 and 7. Numerical results obtained from our variational
approach are shown as color solid lines with markers. Comparisons with
results from conventional semianalytical approaches are shown for, (i) Top
pane: separate excitations LðBaÞ (red solid line) and LðiaÞ (straight color
lines), as well as their linear superposition LðBaÞ þ LðiaÞ (color dashed
lines); (ii) Bottom pane: an ac magnetic field together with a dc transport
current of intensity idc ¼ Idctr =Ic, LðBa; idcÞ. Units for losses are
ðl0=4pÞxR2J2c .
FIG. 9. In the lower pane, the whole set of results shown in Fig. 8 is also
plotted in linear scale. The percent change between the actual ac loss
LðBa; iaÞ numerically calculated and the intuitive approaches LðBaÞ þ LðiaÞ
and LðBaÞ þ LðidcÞ is shown in the central and upper panes, respectively.
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the regime of low magnetic fields (particularly for ba < i
†
a), a
range in which the approximation conceals the effect of ia.
However, for moderate and high magnetic fields, the per-
centage ratio between the actual ac loss and the ac loss pre-
dicted by the latter approach decrease as ia increases even
reaching negative values. Hence, LðBa; idcÞ may either over-
estimate or underestimate the actual ac loss for wires sub-
jected to synchronous oscillating sources. Remarkably, for
high amplitudes of the oscillating magnetic flux density Ba,
we note that a synchronous oscillating transport current of
relative amplitude ia produces a lower amount of hysteretic
losses per period than those predicted when the supercon-
ducting sample is carrying a constant transport current idc.
IV. ASYNCHRONOUS EXCITATIONS
In many of the large-scale power applications for super-
conducting wires, such as windings of motors, transformers,
generators and power three-phase transmission lines, the
SC wire is subjected to diverse configurations of electromag-
netic excitations, where the ac transport current flowing
through and the magnetic field to which the wire is exposed
could not fulfill the synchronous conditions referred
above (same phase and frequency). Moreover, remarkable
experimental differences between the ac loss measured
for superconducting wires or tapes with synchronous and
asynchronous oscillating transport current and perpendicular
magnetic field have been already reported by several
authors.43–45 In what follows we will address the effects
related to the consideration of asynchronous excitations, in
which, both sources may be out of phase and apply at differ-
ent frequencies. However, given the enormous number of
possibilities to analyze, we will focus on the influence of
double frequency effects over the actual estimation of the ac
losses in a superconducting wire, when any of the electro-
magnetic sources is plugged to some power grid with a dou-
ble frequency than the other.
A. General considerations
Our analysis of the ac loss for cylindrical superconduct-
ing wires subjected to simultaneous oscillating transport cur-
rent ðItrÞ and perpendicular magnetic flux density (B0;y)
reveals that the total ac loss may be controlled by reducing
the inductive magnetic flux density produced by the superpo-
sition between the external magnetic field and the contribu-
tion by the whole set of screening currents. This can be
achieved just by a time shift on one of the ac electromagnetic
sources (either B0;y or Itr) respect to the other, so that the
occurrence of the peaks of excitation for each one of
the electromagnetic sources is no longer synchronous with
the other. Thus, some eccentric branches with opposite tem-
poral derivatives appear between two consecutive peaks of
the dominant excitation (i.e., the excitation with lower
FIG. 10. Evolution of the magnetic flux lines and their corresponding profiles of current with asynchronous oscillating sources B0;y and Itr of amplitudes
Ba ¼ 4 and Ia ¼ 0:5 (left side into each pane), accordingly to the temporal processes displayed into Fig. 2(b) “left pane herein” and Fig. 2(c) “right pane
herein.” Also the corresponding profiles for the local density of power dissipation EJ are shown (right side into each pane). In particular, in this figure we
show the set of results for the last branch of the dominant excitation according to the time-steps marked with the labels (6), (8), and (10) in Fig. 2. More details
about the follow up of the electromagnetic quantities along the cyclic process are shown in supplementary material,57 Figs. 13-20. Units are ðl0=4pÞRJc for
Ba, Ic  pR2Jc for Ia, and ðl0=4pÞR2J2c=dt for EJ.
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frequency), which may counterbalance the local variation of
the magnetic flux density produced by the other one in the
zone of maximum heat release. Main features of the ac losses
behavior by phase shifting between the electromagnetic
sources can be easily explained through the above discus-
sion, which is physically supported by assuming that the
local density of magnetic flux Bri can be computed from the
sum of the external field B0, and the density of magnetic flux
produced by the induced screening currents of density Jri ,
i.e., Bri ¼ B0ðriÞ þ BindðrijÞ. Thus, at least for the 2D config-
urations studied along this paper, and after some mathemati-
cal manipulations, recalling the Ampere’s law
(r Bri ¼ l0Ji) and the intrinsic assumption for the mag-
netic vector potential Ari ¼ A0ðriÞ þ AindðrijÞ, the specific
losses of power density _L  DL=Dt may be evaluated from
the sum between the magnetization losses produced by varia-
tions of the external magnetic field
DL0 ¼
ð
X
MydB0 ; (17)
and the inductive losses produced by the occurrence of
screening currents (both, the magnetization currents and the
injected current lines)
DLind ¼ l0
2
ð
X
Bri  DBri dr ; (18)
such that DL ¼ DL0 þ DLind. Here, we call reader’s attention
to the fact that for those cases where only the transverse
magnetic field is applied, i.e., ItrðtÞ ¼ 0, the flux front profile
is defined by the optimal condition BindðtÞ ¼ B0ðtÞ, pre-
ceded of profiles accomplishing the material law J ¼ 6Jc,
such that integration of Eq. (18) over the whole ac cycle
becomes zero. However, when ItrðtÞ 6¼ 0 the influence of Eq.
(18) on the computation of the total ac losses is truly
significant.
Recall that, the total ac loss decreases by ensuring mini-
mal variation of DBri along the whole sample. In fact, if the
relative phase shift equals half a period, it means that the
occurrence of the excitation peaks for the electromagnetic
sources is likewise synchronous but is pointing in opposite
directions. Thus, as the total ac loss may be calculated by
integration of the excitations peak to peak, for this case DBri
is maximum and therefore also the actual ac loss. On the
other hand, the forecast of the minimal variation of the set of
integrands (BriDBri) may be done by considering a temporal
displacement of a quarter of period [i.e., / ¼ p=2 for circu-
lar excitation functions], so that the local competition
between the magnetic flux densities jB0;ij and jBind;ijj mini-
mizes as B0;yðXÞ ¼ 0 when jItrj ¼ Ia. Then, under this sim-
plified scenario, and at least for cases where the local
distribution of screening currents is current-like (very low
magnetic field, ba  0, and high transport current, ia  1), or
field-like (high magnetic field, ba 1, and very low transport
FIG. 11. The dimensionless magnetic moment My=Mp for the ac asynchronous excitations displayed in Fig. 2(b) where the applied magnetic field has the role
of dominant excitation. Curves are shown as function of the injected transport current Itr in units of their amplitude Ia (left column), the applied magnetic field
B0;y (central column), or either by their temporal evolution (right column). Same color scheme to point out the amplitude of the ac magnetic field (Ba) has been
used in all subplots.
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current, ia  0), the minimal ac loss is envisioned to appear
for a relative phase difference of a quarter of period.
Likewise, the maximal ac loss may be predicted when both
sources are fully synchronous or when there is a relative
phase shift of half period. Latter facts agree with the analyt-
ical approaches for the slab60 and strip61 geometries. Also,
in further agreement with the experimental evidences,43–45
within our statement we predict that as long as a phase
shifting occurs, at least a minimal reduction of the ac loss
should be observed.
Below, we concentrate on a different situation, occa-
sionally found in practical devices, that will add new physi-
cal features to the ac loss scenario. In particular, we have
considered the effect of introducing one of the excitations
with an oscillating frequency twice as big as the other (see
Fig. 2). Thus, calculation of the ac loss, i.e., integration of
the local density of power dissipation E  J is made along the
smaller frequency excitation. Surprisingly, the occurrence of
double frequency effects can drastically alter the efficiency
of the superconducting wires by increasing the ac losses,
where we have found even greater values than those calcu-
lated for all the cases discussed above. In detail, hereinafter
we will consider the following situations:
1. The injected transport current is the source within the
double frequency regime [see Fig. 2(b)].
2. The temporal dynamics of the magnetic flux density asso-
ciated with the external source of magnetic field shows a
double frequency behavior [see Fig. 2(c)].
Most remarkable features for the flux dynamics, mag-
netic response, and ac losses for the above mentioned config-
urations are detailed below.
B. Flux dynamics
Before discussing the results obtained for the total ac loss
in the set of experiments displayed in Fig. 2, some outstanding
facts related to the rich phenomenology found for the local dy-
namics of the electromagnetic quantities are worth of mention.
For instance, when the applied magnetic field and the trans-
port current are synchronous, and their associated amplitudes
ðBa; iaÞ are weak enough such that a flux-free core remains
along the ac cycles (i.e., as long as ia 6¼ 1 and ba < 1), it is
more or less simple to identify the active zones in the ac
cycles via the previous knowledge of the virgin branch (see
Figs. 3 and 4). Therefore, explaining and obtaining the ac loss
may be achieved if the distribution of screening currents is
well known for the first half of the ac period. However, when
the temporal dynamics of the isolated excitations shows an
asynchronous response, this is not longer valid. The reason is
that the hysteretic losses produced along the virgin branch are
FIG. 12. The dimensionless magnetic moment My=Mp for the ac asynchronous excitations displayed in Fig. 2(c) where the transport current has the role of
dominant excitation. Curves are shown as function of the injected transport current Itr in units of their amplitude Ia (left column), the applied magnetic field
B0;y (central column), or either by their temporal evolution (right column). Same color scheme to point out the amplitude of the ac magnetic field (Ba) has been
used in all subplots.
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not monotonic concerning the temporal evolution of both
electromagnetic excitations, such that the accruing hyste-
retic losses for the lower limit in the outer integral of Eq.
(13) are different for the first and second half of the cyclic
period. In other words, the distribution of screening cur-
rents in the first peak of the dominant excitation, i.e., that
one with smaller frequency [time step 2 in Fig. 2] may dras-
tically differ from those conceived in the second and third
peaks [time steps 6 and 10]. Hence, the distribution of
screening currents for the first half period of the ac cycle
cannot be fetched through their distribution in the virgin
branch, and therefore a proper description of the profiles of
current density in an asynchronous ac regime must be done
at least for the second half period of the dominant excita-
tion (see Fig. 10).
We call reader’s attention to the fact that a thorough
follow-up of the local distribution of current density and
lines of magnetic field for asynchronous sources with double
frequency effects, including the virgin branch, can be found
in the Fig. 13 of the supplementary material. Likewise, their
corresponding profiles for the components of magnetic flux
density are shown in Figs. 14 and 15, as well as the evolution
of the local density of power dissipation E  J in Fig. 16.57
Analyzing the distribution of current density profiles in
Fig. 10 and their corresponding profiles for the local density
of power dissipation E  J, we found at least two interesting
facts which are worth of mention. On the one hand, whether
it is the magnetic field or the transport current, the excitation
which leads the role of dominant, multiple domains or active
zones may appear, which makes it tough to find out a feasi-
ble analytical solution for the flux front boundary in the high
number of combinations between the amplitudes Ba and ia,
specially if the pattern of current density is far away of the
approaches for profiles of the kind current-like or field-like.
On the other hand, a most striking fact revealed in Fig. 10
is that contrary to the behavior displayed for the local pro-
files of density of power dissipation E  J, when both electro-
magnetic excitations are synchronous (see Fig. 5), in
asynchronous cases the zone of heat release is no longer
localized in one side of the superconducting sample. Thus,
the idea of focusing heat release in some part of the super-
conductor requires a special attention in the synchronization
of sources.
C. Magnetic response
Another interesting feature which derives from the study
of asynchronous excitations is the actual possibility of find-
ing “exotic” magnetization loops as a function of the ac sour-
ces (see Figs. 11 and 12), where the straightforward
competition between the magnetization currents (by con-
sumption) and the injected current lines may be visualized in
terms of an average macroscopic measurement.
FIG. 14. Percent change between the ac loss for synchronous excitations,
Lsynch, and the losses L
ðbÞ
asynch (at the left-side) and L
ðcÞ
asynch (at the right-side),
for combinations of three different amplitudes Ba and ia.
FIG. 13. Hysteretic ac losses per cycle for asynchronous sources accordingly to the excitations shown in Fig. 2(b) “Herein, L
ðbÞ
asynch: square-solid-lines,” and
Fig. 2(c) “Herein, L
ðcÞ
asynch: circle-solid-lines.” The results are compared with the curve of losses for synchronous sources, Lsynch  LðBa; IaÞ predicted above
(Fig. 8), and the curves for isolated excitations LðBaÞ and LðIaÞ. The whole set of results is also plotted in linear scale. Units for losses are ðl0=4pÞxR2J2c .
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In Fig. 11, the component of magnetic moment My is dis-
played for the ac process displayed in Fig. 2(b), where the ac
magnetic field dominates the cyclic period of excitation. As
before, the whole set of results for My has been renormalized
according to the maximal expected value for the magnetic
moment when only applied magnetic field is considered
(Mp ¼ 2=3 in dimensionless units). Thus, curves are shown as
function of the isolated electromagnetic excitations, Itr
(in units of their associated ac amplitude Ia) at the left column,
B0;y at the central column, as well as by the time defining the
first steady-period (right column). Notice that the virgin
branch which does not play any role for the integration of the
ac losses per cyclic periods is shown through dashed lines.
Furthermore, results have been organized accordingly to the
associated amplitudes for the applied density of magnetic flux
Ba, such that Ba ¼ 2 corresponds to the green curves, Ba ¼ 4
to the blue curves, and Ba ¼ 8 to the red curves. Likewise, the
set of curves shown for each row can be straightforwardly
associated with a single value for the amplitude of the ac
transport current, ia ¼ 0:25 (first row), ia ¼ 0:5 (second row),
and ia ¼ 1 (third row). Analogously, the corresponding set of
curves obtained for the component of magnetic momentMy in
those cases where the ac transport current dominates the
cyclic period of excitation is shown in the same fashion above
described in Fig. 12.
Outstandingly, whether B0;y (Fig. 11) or Itr (Fig. 12) is
the dominant excitation, and for low values of Ia, the mag-
netization loops as function the magnetic flux density
MyðB0;yÞ show a Bean-like behavior. As the value of ia
increases, notorious deformations of the Bean-like structures
for the magnetic moment appear. Nevertheless, the behavior
is radically different comparing the double frequency effects
provided by one or another excitation, as it is explained
below.
1. Transport current with double frequency
On the one hand, when it is the ac transport current, Itr,
that shows a double frequency, the magnetization curves
MyðB0;yÞ display a symmetric behavior in the regions (left-
right) of the periods ½Ba ! Ba and ½Ba ! Ba (see
Fig. 11). On the contrary, for MyðItrÞ, one can notice the
existence of a symmetrization of the curves of magnetic
moment regarding their positive and negative values (up/
down). Evidently, the steady-states where the maximum con-
sumption of the magnetization currents occurs, always arise
when the asynchronous ac excitation ½B0;y; Itr reaches the
values for the current’s peaks [see Fig. 2(b)], i.e., for the
time-steps (3) ½Ba=2;Ia, (5) ½Ba=2; Ia, (7) ½Ba=2;Ia,
and (9) ½Ba=2; Ia. Then, by increasing (decreasing) the value
of Ia, a progressive decreasing (increasing) of the magnetic
moment at these points ends up in the simultaneous collaps-
ing of the magnetization curves ðMy  0Þ for the half periods
of the dominant excitation B0;y, as long as the transport cur-
rent reaches the threshold value of critical current, i.e.,
ia ¼ 61. Latter fact is followed by the symmetrization of the
loops, either as functions of B0;y and Itr, into characteristic
lenticular shapes bounded by two non-connected magnetiza-
tion curves, both defined by the elapsed periods in which the
time derivative of ItrðtÞ is positive, i.e., for the temporal
branches ð3) 5Þ and ð7) 9Þ. Then, the connecting curves
for the abovementioned magnetization branches show char-
acteristic lashing shapes when the time derivative of ItrðtÞ is
negative. Remarkably, as a consequence of this process, the
output signal MyðtÞ does not show the low-pass filtering
effects conceived for synchronous excitations.
2. Applied magnetic field with double frequency
On the other hand, when it is the ac density of magnetic
flux, B0;y, the electromagnetic source disclosing the double
frequency effect [Fig. 2(c)], the calculated curves of magnet-
ization MyðB0;yÞ are outstandingly different. In fact, there are
no symmetry conditions which may be observed in this rep-
resentation (2nd column in Fig. 12). However, for the set of
magnetization curves as a function of the transport current,
MyðItrÞ, we have noticed a well-defined symmetrization of
the magnetization loops regarding to the positive and nega-
tive values of ItrðtÞ (left/right). Notwithstanding, in terms of
the magnetization curves MyðByÞ, there is also a further fact
to be mentioned. Strikingly, by using this representation it is
possible to note that the steady-states where the consumption
of the magnetization currents becomes evident are mainly
present along the period in which the time derivative of
B0;yðtÞ is negative, whilst the ac transport current evolves
through the current’s peaks, i.e., for the temporal branches
defined by the time-steps (1) ½Ba; Ia=2 to (3) ½Ba; Ia=2, and
(5) ½Ba;Ia=2 to (7) ½Ba;Ia=2. Moreover, the magnetic
response of the superconductor is not monotonic along these
branches. For example, from the time step (5) until the time
step (6) ½0;Ia, the electromagnetic excitations, B0;y and Itr,
have the same tendency (both decreasing). However, if Ia
tends to the value of the critical current, My may increase
and decrease within the same period. Then, from the time
step (6) to the time step (7) both evolve in opposite direc-
tions, but however the magnetic moment always increases
along this period. On the other hand, for the following analo-
gous branch in the ac period of magnetic field, say the time-
steps (9) to (11), the magnetic moment curve is the same, but
the competition between the electromagnetic sources B0;y
and Itr is opposite to the aforementioned evolution. Thus,
depending on the intensities of the electromagnetic sources,
both reduction and enhancement of the hysteretic ac losses
may be envisaged when there is a difference between the
oscillating excitation frequencies. This is in contrast to the
monotonic behavior for synchronous sources.
D. AC losses in asynchronous systems
In Fig. 13, the hysteretic ac losses calculated for the ex-
perimental configurations conceived in Fig. 2 [panes (b)
and (c)] are shown. To be specific, L
ðbÞ
asynch and L
ðcÞ
asynch are
shown in terms of the amplitude of the applied density of
magnetic flux Ba, whilst the different values for ia are
pointed in terms of the sequence of colors for the dc loss
curves depicted in Fig. 8. Likewise, results are compared
with the corresponding curves for the actual ac loss when
the synchronous electromagnetic excitations were consid-
ered, i.e., Lsynch  LðBa; iaÞ. Outstandingly, for both cases,
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remarkable variations of the ac loss occur. Thus, with the
aim of providing a clearest understanding of the range of
variations in the ac loss curve for the configurations above-
mentioned, and further help the readers in the visualization
of the numerical data, in Fig. 14 we show the percentage
relation between the calculated losses for synchronous exci-
tations, Lsynch, and the calculated losses for the asynchro-
nous cases, L
ðbÞ
asynch and L
ðcÞ
asynch.
It is worth noticing that when the applied magnetic field
provides the dominant oscillating period (the impressed ac
transport current shows a relative double frequency, Fig.
2(b)), the resulting comparison between the calculated losses
L
ðbÞ
asynch and Lsynch for high values of Ba [Fig. 14] shows a
small but sizable increase of the hysteretic loss as a conse-
quence of the double frequency effect (4% 10% for
Ba  Bp ¼ 8). Then, assuming that ia  1, we have found
that the ac loss reduces as Ba decreases. However, an out-
standing fact is that for the lowest values of Ba and ia, a noto-
rious increase of the actual ac losses appears. For example,
for Ba ¼ Bp=2 ¼ 4 and ia ¼ 0:5, deviation is about 36%.
Likewise, for Ba ¼ Bp=4 ¼ 2 and ia ¼ 0:25, deviation is
about 29%.
On the other hand, when the electromagnetic source with
the double frequency is the applied magnetic field [Fig. 2(c)],
the resulting ac loss (L
ðcÞ
asynch) for high values of Ba shows a
significant reduction as compared to the predicted losses
for synchronous configurations (95% for Ba  Bp ¼ 8 and
ia ¼ 0:25). However, by reducing Ba a notorious increase of
the ac loss may be revealed depending on the value of ia. In
fact, we call readers’ attention about the relative increase of
the ac losses as compared to those of the synchronous cases:
14% for (Ba ¼ 4, ia ¼ 1), and 18% for (Ba ¼ 2, ia ¼ 1).
Moreover, for those cases with the lower values of Ba, i.e.,
Ba ¼ 2, increases of the ac loss are also found for ia ¼ 0:25
(29%), whilst for the intermediate case [Ba ¼ 2; ia ¼ 0:5]
it shows a reduction of the ac loss of less than 1%. The
remarkable point here is that for asynchronous excitations
of B0 and Itr, reductions of the ac losses can be only asserted
if both sources evolve with the same frequency, i.e., if one is
restricted to shifts in phase.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have presented a thorough study of the
local and global electromagnetic response of a straight, infi-
nite, cylindrical type-II superconducting wire subject to
diverse ac-configurations of transverse magnetic flux density
B0ðtÞ and/or longitudinal transport current flow ItrðtÞ. We
have assumed that the superconductor follows the celebrated
critical state model with a constant threshold for the critical
current density Jc, such that jItrj  jJcjpR2. The problem is
posed over a mesh of virtual filamentary wires each carrying
a current Ii across a surface si, filling up the whole cross sec-
tion of the superconducting wire whose area is defined by
X ¼ pR2.
After a brief theoretical review that concentrates on the
physical nature of our variational approach (Sec. II), we
have performed extensive numerical calculations for several
amplitudes of the impressed transport current, Ia, as well as
the amplitude of the magnetic flux density associated with
the external excitation source, Ba, for two different regimes
of excitation. On the one hand, in Sec. III we have studied
the electromagnetic response of superconducting wires sub-
jected to synchronous excitations, particularly when the wire
is in one of the two possible scenarios: (1) the superconduct-
ing wire has not been exposed earlier to any kind of electro-
magnetic excitation such that it is in its virgin state (Fig. 1),
or (2) the superconducting wire has been previously magne-
tized (Fig. 7). On the other hand, Sec. IV has addressed a
study about the effects of considering different asynchronous
regimes for the oscillating electromagnetic sources, with
attention to cumbersome scenarios such as electromagnetic
sources with double frequency effects (Fig. 2). Thus, for
each of the above cases, and in order to understand the influ-
ence of the electromagnetic excitations involved in the mac-
roscopical physical processes found in this kind of systems,
we have presented a detailed study of the local dynamics of
the distribution of screening currents, Ii ¼ 6Jcsi or 0, as
well as the related local density of power dissipation E  J
along a cyclic oscillating period. Likewise, for a wide num-
ber of experiments, we have presented the full behavior of
the magnetic flux density vector B in supplementary mate-
rial.57 For a closer connection with the most common experi-
mental observables, we have calculated the wire’s magnetic
moment M and the hysteretic losses L as a function of the ac
external excitations, and their comparison with classical ana-
lytical approaches has been featured. Our main conclusions
concerning the underlying physics of the synchronous and
asynchronous regimes are detailed below.
A. SC wires subjected to synchronous excitations
(1) The local distribution of screening currents when the si-
multaneous action of the electromagnetic excitations B0;y
and Itr is conceived, may be described as the consump-
tion of the magnetization currents (screening currents
induced by the external magnetic field) by effect of the
occurrence of injected current lines (constrained by the
condition
P
i Ii ¼ Itr). As a result of this, the flux front
profile is displaced from the geometrical center of the
wire towards one of the sides by a kind of “Lorentz
force” effect on the injected current lines (see, e.g., Figs.
3 and 4).
(2) For low magnetic fields (Ba  2, in units of l0JcR/4p),
the distribution of screening currents is current-like as
long as the peak intensity of the transport current is high
(ia 
 0:5, in units of the critical current) that the
“magnetization lines” in counter direction to the injected
current lines may be neglected (Fig. 3). Likewise, for
higher values of Ba and lower values of Ia, field-like
profiles may be envisaged (Fig. 4). Nevertheless, for
most of the possible combinations between Ba and Ia,
nonsymmetric distributions of the screening currents in a
nothing-like fashion have been predicted (Figs. 1–7 in
supplementary material57).
(3) Remarkable distortions of the magnetic flux density out-
side of the superconducting wire are mainly observed at
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the instants when the synchronous excitation tends to
zero in the ac excitation. On the other hand, the maximal
density of magnetic flux occurs in the side opposite to
the location of the flux free core. Thus, recalling Eq.
(18), the strongest localization of the density of magnetic
flux in one side of the active zone of the material pro-
duces a remarkable localization of the local hysteretic
losses in such manner that the heat release from the
superconducting wire is highly localized too (Fig. 5).
(4) Regarding the magnetic moment curves (Fig. 6), we
argue that only for small values of Ia, Bean-like loops
are expected. However, as Ia increases, the derived effect
by the consumption of the magnetization currents is
most prominent, ending up with the symmetrization of
the magnetization loop for cyclic periods as function of
B0 or Itr into striking lenticular shapes. As a consequence
of this process, a distinct low-pass filtering effect comes
to the fore which, in the case of the triangular input exci-
tations with Ia ¼ Ic, yields a nearly perfect sinusoidal
(first-harmonic) output signalMyðtÞ.
(5) If the superconducting wire has been magnetized before
switching on the synchronous ac excitation (B0; Itr), say
at t ¼ t0 (Fig. 7), the center of the magnetization loop
drifts from Mð0; 0Þ towards MðB0ðt0Þ; 0Þ, such that the
corners of the magnetization loop Mð6Ba;6IaÞ lie on
the excitation coordinates ðB0ðt0Þ6Ba;6IaÞ. The area
enclosed by the magnetization loop remains the same,
and so does the power. Nevertheless, in these cases, the
profiles drawn for the screening currents have revealed
highly intricate patterns regarding to the coexistence of
the magnetization currents and the injected current lines,
as well as defining the flux front profile (Fig. 7 in supple-
mentary material57).
(6) Our calculation of the actual hysteretic losses by means
the general definition dL ¼ ÐvolE  J, reveals important
differences concerning the approximate formulae cus-
tomarily used. In fact, we have shown that the actual ac
losses are always higher than those envisaged by the lin-
ear superposition of contributions due to either type of ac
excitation (Fig. 8). Comparisons reveal the important
fact that the linear approach LðBaÞ þ LðiaÞ is only appro-
priate for high strengths of the magnetic flux density and
low transport currents (screening currents with distribu-
tion field-like), as well as for low magnetic field and high
transport current (screening currents with distribution
current like). Likewise, for high amplitudes of the mag-
netic flux density (Ba 
 Bp) and for any value of the
transport current, significant reductions of the actual hys-
teretic loss may be envisaged if one compares it with the
predicted losses for a wire carrying a dc current instead
to the ac case (Fig. 9).
B. SC wires subjected to asynchronous excitations
Our analysis of the underlying physics behind the local
and global electromagnetic response of superconducting
wires subjected to the simultaneous action of electromag-
netic excitations B0ðtÞ and ItrðtÞ in synchronous oscillating
regimes has revealed that the ac loss may be controlled by
locally reducing the total magnetic flux density resulting
from the addition of the external magnetic field and that
induced by the concomitant occurrence of magnetization
currents and the injected current lines. Thus, either by dis-
placing in time the electromagnetic excitations (phase shift),
by introducing changes in frequency, or simply by consider-
ing excitation branches with time derivatives in counter
directions, one can help to counterbalance the local density
of magnetic flux in the zone of maximum heat release, which
is further translated to the reduction of the hysteretic losses.
As long as both excitations evolve with the same oscil-
lating frequency, it is possible to assert that at least a mini-
mal reduction of the ac loss should appear for relative
phase changes between the electromagnetic excitations.
This is in agreement with the experimental and numerical
evidences reported in Refs. 43–45. For example, by the
simple overlapping between the excitation curves of the
electromagnetic sources, it is evident that the maximal
losses are envisaged for the synchronous cases, as well as
for those cases with a relative change in phase of half exci-
tation period. Likewise, minimal losses are attained around
a phase shifting of a quarter of period, although its exact
position as a function of the electromagnetic excitations
straightforwardly depends on the entangled competition
between the external magnetic field and, the induced fields
by the injected current lines and the so called magnetization
currents. Thus, unless the distribution of screening currents
show patterns of the kind current-like or field-like is not
possible assert that the lower ac loss is given for a change
of phase of a quarter of period.
Within the above scenario, we have argued that predic-
tions are not straightforward for non-trivial time dependen-
cies of the simultaneous electromagnetic excitations. Along
this line, we have introduced the consideration of the so-
called double frequency effects, which arise when one of the
electromagnetic sources, B0ðtÞ or ItrðtÞ, shows a double oscil-
lating frequency (Fig. 2). The most outstanding observations
about the local and global behavior of the involved electro-
magnetic quantities are as follows:
(1) For asynchronous excitations, the distribution of screen-
ing currents in the first peak of the dominant excitation
(i.e., that with a longer period) may be strongly different
as compared to the attained distributions for the subse-
quent excitation peaks (Fig. 13 in supplementary mate-
rial57). Thus, the first peak of excitation cannot be
considered as a steady-state for integrating the ac loss
when the integral is reduced to half period of excitation.
In other words, the knowledge of the distribution of
screening currents in the time elapsed for the second
half-period of the dominant excitation is relevant. The
latter fact has been experimentally recognized in Ref. 43.
(2) Whatever electromagnetic excitation carries the double
frequency, we have found that, in the ac regime, complex
arrays of domains connected by boundary lines with cur-
rents switching between Ic and Ic appear. Furthermore,
contrary to the strong localization of the local density of
power losses observed in cases with synchronous excita-
tions, for asynchronous excitations the active zone with
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higher heat release is no longer focused at only one side
of the superconducting wire (Fig. 10).
(3) As far as concerns to the magnetic response of the super-
conducting wire when double frequency effects are
incorporated, exotic magnetization loops are predicted
(see Figs. 11 and 12). Outstandingly, for low amplitudes
of the transport current, Ia, Bean-like loops may be
observed for any of the above mentioned cases.
However, as Ia increases, strongest differences between
the magnetization loops arise, and the global behavior is
radically different to the synchronous cases.
(4) A comprehensive analysis of the magnetization curves as
a function of the temporal evolution of the electromag-
netic excitations has been carried out. On the one hand,
several symmetry conditions for the magnetization loop,
when the electromagnetic excitation with double fre-
quency is either Itr or B0, concerning to the amplitudes Ia
and Ba have been illustrated. On the other hand, we have
shown that in order to attain the low-pass filtering effect
in the temporal evolution of the magnetization curve
when Ia ! Ic, it becomes absolutely necessary to assure
that both oscillating excitations evolve synchronous in
time.
(5) Accordingly to the different setups in panes (b) and (c)
of Fig. 2, we have calculated the hysteretic ac loss for
several values of Ba and Ia, when the dominant excitation
is either the applied magnetic field, L
ðbÞ
asynch, or the
impressed transport current, L
ðcÞ
asynch (Fig. 13). By compar-
ing them with the hysteretic ac loss predicted for the syn-
chronous cases (see also Fig. 14), we have shown that
the ac loss may either increase or decrease by double fre-
quency effects when asynchronous excitations are
involved. The relative intensities of the excitations Ba
and Ia play an additional role on this. Then, the big num-
ber of possible combinations makes it imperative to have
a previous knowledge of the operational environment of
the superconducting wire, for attaining valid predictions
of the actual ac losses.
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